Map Directions

1. Using your ruler, draw a $\frac{1}{2}$ inch border around the outside edge of your paper.
2. Draw a coastline in pencil, then black ink. Erase pencil.
3. Place a title on your map. (see samples)
4. Label Florence and add a dot indicating its location.
5. Label your starting city and add a dot indicating its location.
6. Choose one more city to travel through. Place the dot indicating location and label it.
7. Connect the cities, your travel route, in black ink.
8. Using colored pencils color blue for water and green for land.
9. Label the Mediterranean Sea, Atlantic Ocean, and any other major bodies of water shown on your map.
10 Extra??? Add a compass rose, ship in the sea, water dragon, decorate your border, etc. You may also make a key if you wish.

***Anything extra will raise your grade from a C...if done well***